
Our team checks in with everyone in your 
organization weekly and schedules one-on-
one Personal Conversations (PerCs) with 
anyone who can use support.

Give your team the benefit of
human connections.
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97% Employees report 
feeling better 
following a call!

Real ROI.

A small investment that 
delivers big returns for 
employees & the bottom line.

Every dollar invested 
returns$2-$10 in savings.

Return on 
Investment

2x-5x

Happier employees are more engaged.
Happy employees are less likely to leave and 
exhibit the following traits:

higher
productivity

+31%
higher

creativity

3x
Performance

vs. non-engaged

+202%

savings
$2,552

Happier employees cost less.
Humana Total Well-Being findings–
An improvement of just 1% on their well-
being survey equated to $2,552 savings
per employee / per year.



BEFORE CALLS

AFTER CALLS

Rewarding.Real-world.

Proactive. Preventative. Personal.

Reporting.

-33% Negative
Callers average 
mood before 
their call.

+72% Positive
Callers average 
mood after their 
call.

Employees earn rewards for 
regularly monitoring their 
own well-being.

Our network of trained, 
empathetic Listeners connect 
on real-world topics.

Impact on employees is 
measured and reported for a 
true view of the call impacts.

Congrats!
You earned

$5

Work From Home

Family

Finances

Parenting

Isolation

20+ More!
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How’s
it going 
today?

Check-in Prompts
We want to know how every 
person is feeling each week so 
we can find out earlier than later 
if someone is facing something 
they can use help with.

Engagement Guidance
When we detect a need, we 
follow up to get a better under-
standing and provide access to a 
trained listener to connect - now 
or later. If it’s serious, we’ll con-
nect right away

Relatable Listeners.
Every member has access to 
trained Listeners with life experi-
ences for connections - creating 
a personal engagement that 
is built on true empathy and 
builds a foundation for sharing.


